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Measurements have been made of the reactions v, n ~e p and v„n ~p p in a detector located an

effective distance of 96 m from a neutrino source. These measurements yield directly the energy-

dependent ratio of the neutrino fluxes [4(E(v, ) )/4(E(v„))],b, incident on the detector. When com-

bined with an estimate of the flux ratio emanating from the source [C&(E(v, ))/4(E{v„))j„~„the

measured ratio provides an upper limit on the strength of mixing between v„and v, . We obtain
sin 2a & 3.4)&10 (90% C.L.) in the limit of large mass difference hm (=

~

m ~
—mq

~
}between

neutrino mass eigenstates, m l and m2, and an upper limit on the product Am sin2a ~0.43 eV in

the limit of small mass difference.

If the masses of neutrinos are nondegenerate, and if
separate lepton number is not exactly conserved, neutrinos
of a given flavor will oscillate into neutrinos of another
flavor. ' In this paper we report measurements of events
from the reactions v, n~e p and v&n~p p induced in a
neutrino detector by wide-band neutrino fluxes N(E(v, ))
and 4(E (v&) ), respectively. The measurements yield
directly the flux ratio

[@(E(v,))/@(E(v„))],b,

incident on the detector. After subtraction of the estimat-
ed flux ratio

[@(E(v,))/@&(E(v„))]„),
initially present in the beam, no evidence for the oscilla-
tion v&~v, is present. The data exclude a significant re-
gion of the hm -sin 2a space, where Am

2 2 2=
~

m i
—mz

~

in eV, m i and m2 are neutrino mass
eigenstates, and sin 2a is the strength of mixing between

vp and ve'
The neutrino detector consists of 112 planes of liquid

scintillator (each plane 4 mx4 m in area X8 cm thick)
and 224 planes of proportional drift cells (4.2 m&&4.2 m
in area 0&3.8 cm thick) uniformally interspersed. The fine

segmentation (1792 scintillator cells and 12096 propor-
tional drift cells) and the pulse-height and timing charac-
teristics of the elements provide determination of event to-
pology, identification of electromagnetic showers, and
substantial discrimination through dE/dx measurements
between electrons and photons as well as pions and pro-
tons. Immediately downstream of the detector is a 30-ton
shower counter of area 4 m )& 4 m with 12 radiation
lengths to provide additional containment of showers
from events occurring at the downstream end of the
detector. Further downstream is a magnet of aperture
1.8 m&(1.8 m&&0.46 m for study of the very-low-q re-
gion of the v&-induced quasielastic reaction and measure-
ment of the antineutrino contamination present in the in-
cident neutrino beam.

The detector was designed specifically to measure the
elastic-scattering reactions v&(v&)e ~v&(v&)e and
vz(v„)p~vz(v„)p and quasielastic reactions v„n~p p
and v~ +1J, +n, and wa—s therefore well suited to the mea-
surement of v, n~e p. The data described here are part
of a data sample obtained in a single exposure of
0.88& 10' protons on the target from which neutrinos are
produced at the Brookhaven Alternating Gradient Syn-
chrotron (ACxS). Data from the same run were used to
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determine the cross section for the reaction v&e —+vie
which was presented in an earlier report that also provid-
ed a brief description of the apparatus.

Two data sets are employed in the present measure-
ment: (i) e p-final-state data and (ii) p p-final-state
data. In data set (i) the electron angle and electron energy
are measured and no requirement (apart from a limit on
range) is placed on, or direct use made of, the recoil pro-
ton. In data set (ii) the proton angle and proton kinetic
energy are measured, but no information relating to the
outgoing muon is used apart from its clear presence. Tak-
ing into account the lower-q region and larger fiducial
volume from which the e p data were obtained, the ac-
ceptance for e p events was approximately 10 times
greater than that for p p events. In addition, the e p
data were extracted from the entire exposure of
0.88&10' protons on target, while the p p data were
selected uniformly from the entire run but with an
equivalent exposure of 0.14 && 10' protons on target.
These factors combined to make possible the measure-
ment of a flux ratio P(E(v, ))/P(E(v&)) in the vicinity of
1 GeV of order of magnitude 10

To obtain e p events raw data coming from 1.25X10
AGS beam bursts were processed through a coarse
computer-based filter program designed to remove events
not containing a single electromagnetic shower within the
angular interval 0, &240 mrad relative to the mean neu-
trino beam direction. The resulting sample was scanned
by physicists to eliminate events which the filter did not
remove such as some with more than one electromagnetic
shower or with an interacting hadron. Events exhibiting
an electromagnetic shower with an associated upstream
vertex were set aside for use as a control sample of pho-
tons.

The shower angle was measured by a fit to all shower
hits in the proportional drift cells, and the shower energy
was found by summing the deposited energy in the
calorimeter cells with a correction for invisible energy of
approximately 40%. These methods gave an angular
resolution of 60=30 mrad, and an energy resolution

b, E/E =0.12/~E (GeV) .

After requiring that 0.21 &E, &5.1 GeV, 873 shower
events remained in the fiducial region.

There are three categories of background processes that
produce forward electromagnetic showers: (a) production
of m by v&-induced neutral-current processes (v~m,
vznm ), (b) inelastic processes from v, (e pm+, e nor+,
e pm. ), and (c) the interaction vie —+v&e. Reactions with
a m+ in the final state were recognized by the delayed sig-
nal from the m-IM-e decay chain. In Fig. 1(a) is shown the
shower energy distribution of all events retained after sub-
traction of the m+ background events. Most photon-
induced showers from v~m and v~nm. were recognized
by their association with a significant deposition of energy
or a vertex upstream of the shower. In Fig. 1(b) is the en-

ergy distribution of the photon-induced showers in the
control sample. %"e expect from calculation and observa-
tion the e p candidate sample below 0.9 GeV [Fig. 1(a)]
to contain mostly photons with a small number of elec-
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FIG. 1. (a) Shower energy distribution of all possible

v, n ~e p candidate events. (b) Shower energy distribution of
photons recognized as emanating from, an upstream event ver-
tex. (c) The resulting e p energy distribution after all back-
ground subtractions. The solid curve is the Monte Carlo calcu-
lated energy distribution of e from v, n ~e p.

trons from v&e~v„e, and only very few electrons from
v, n —+e p because of the 240-mrad criterion. Hence it is
possible to subtract the photon-induced events above 0.9
GeV in Fig. 1(a) by normalizing the distributions in Figs.
1(a) and 1(b) below 0.9 GeV.

There were initially 653 events in the sample with
E, &0.9 GeV of which 20% were removed by a bin-by-
bin subtraction of the n+ events; 13% of the remaining
events were removed bin-by-bin using the distribution in
Fig. 1(b). Further subtractions were made of the fraction
of v„e events (5.8%), and of energetic (e pm ) events
which by calculation amounted to 3%. The final e p
sample contains 418 events in the region 0.9&E, &S.1
GeV; it is shown in Fig. 1(c) where comparison is made
with the result of a Monte Carlo calculation.

Each event in data set (ii) was initially selected as a
two-prong event capable of reconstruction by a track fit-
ting program. It was then required that one of the prongs
be identified by range and ionization as a proton while
the other prong was required to exit the detector. The
background in this data set when acceptance criteria were
applied consisted of charged-current single-~+ production
(13%%uo of the observed v&n ~IU, p rate) plus a small contri-
bution (-3%%uo) from single-m and multipion events. Re-
actions with a m+ were corrected for empirically by the
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m-p-e decay chain as described above. The m and mul-
tipion components were estimated by Monte Carlo calcu-
lation. The final p p sample contains 1370 events.

The neutrino spectra CI(E(v&) }and @(E(v,) } were ob-
tained from data sets (i) and (ii) using Monte

Carlo —calculated event acceptance functions a&&(E) and
a'P(E), the known magnitude and energy dependence of
the quasielastic cross section croE(E), and the measured
number of protons on target (NpoT); viz. ,

(No. of observed QE events between E and E+b,E)CIE vt
lp

I

[ogE(E)Q (E)4EKpoT && (No. of target neutrons)]

in vt/[GeVm (10' NpoT)], where l =e or p. The re-
sulting spectra are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b).

To test, albeit indirectly, the calculation that provided
a'p(E), the only nonempirical quantity in Eq. (1), the Q
distributions for the p p and e p samples were con-
structed and compared with the expected theoretical dis-
tribution. The results are shown in Fig. 3, where the
scale of the vertical axis is given in arbitrary units because
the absolute value has been assumed implicitly through
0QE(E) in Eq. ( 1). The satisfactory agreement exhibited
in Fig. 3 demonstrates that the acceptance functions
a'p(E„, Q ) and a "p(E,Q ), when taken over all E and

applied to the data, yield the correct Q distributions
within experimental error.

It follows from this expression above for N(E (v~ ) ) that
the flux ratio CI(E(v, ))/rII(E(vz)) is given simply by the
ratio of the corrected numbers of e p and p p events
since the data were taken at the same time in the same
beam. That ratio is shown as a function of energy in Fig.
4(a). The systematic error on the points in Fig. 4(a) (not
included in the error bars) is the result of uncertainty in
the calculated ratio

ogp(E)~ "P(E)laqE(E)~'P(E)

10
E
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due to the difference of the q regions occupied by the
two data sets (see Fig. 3). By varying input parameters in
the ratio calculation, the systematic error was determined
to be less than + 14%%uo. Note that it is the ratio
CI(E(v, ))/III(E(v„)) which must be determined reliably
since it alone is salient to the extraction of the neutrino
oscillation parameters.

If it is supposed that all of the v, are the result of oscil-
lations of the type v&~v„upper limits on the mixing an-
gle and Am can be set directly from the data in Fig. 4(a).
In the limit of large hm, i.e., short oscillation wave-
length (4m.E„/hm «L, the neutrino source to detector
distance, in meters), the oscillation probability

P (v„~v, )=sin22a sin [l.27(L /E )Am ]
becomes

P(vp +v, )= —,sin 2a—,

independent of L/E, where a is the angle of mixing be-
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FICr. 2. (a) N{E(vz)) obtained from data set (i) of v„n —+p p

events. (b) N{E(v, )) obtained from data set (ii) of v, n~e p
events. The solid curves are calculated from a neutrino beam
program (Ref. 7). Errors shown are statistical only. The experi-
mental resolution in E is dominated by Fermi motion of the
nucleon in the target nucleus and is roughly +25%%uo at E„=1
GeV.

Q [(GeV/c j ]

FICr. 3. The Q2 distributions (a) v, n —+e p and (b)

v„n~p p constructed from the fully corrected data of sets (i)
and (ii) compared with the theoretical distribution (M& ——1.05).
The vertical scale is in arbitrary units because o~E(E) has been
assumed in extracting the spectra of Fig. 2.
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[& (E(v, ))/@(E(v„))]„t,
shown as the solid line in Fig. 4(a) that needs to be calcu-
lated accurately.

The shape of @(E(v,))/@(E(vz)} can be understood
from Table I, which gives as a function of energy the
fraction of @(E(v,)) and the fraction of 4&(E(v&)) that
arise from pions and from kaons relative to the total
N(E(v, ) ) and total @(E(v&)). One sees also from Table I
that the uncertainty in

[@(E(v,))/WE(v„))]„i.
l
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FIG. 4. (a) Plot of the flux ratio N{E(v, ))/4(E(v„)) against
E . The points represent the data while the solid curve is calcu-
lated from a neutrino beam program (Ref. 7). (b) Plot of the
difference between the observed and calculated Aux ratios
against E„. The dashed line is the limit on sin 2a obtained
without subtraction (see text);

tween v& and v„and E is the neutrino energy in MeV.
One finds, at 90% confidence level, using the data be-
tween 0.9 and 1.5 GeV in Fig. 4(a),

sin 2Q,'(1.0&10

In the limit of small b,m or very long oscillation wave-
length,

P(v„~v, ) =sin 2a[1.27(L/E„)bm ]
from which is obtained at 90% confidence level,

Am sin2o;(0. 67 eV

due to uncertainty in the K/m ratio the sole input that
quantitatively affects the flux ratio does not exceed 15%%uo

at any neutrino energy between 1 and 5 CxeV, when 20%%uo

variations are assumed in the yield of either pions or
kaon s.

More importantly, Table I shows that at E =1 GeV
two-thirds of 4&(E(v, ) ) and 99%%uo of +(E(v&)) result from
the ~-p-e decay chain alone. At E =5 GeV, the pion
and kaon roles are essentially reversed. This accounts for
the relatively small variations in @(E(v, ) ) /@(E ( v& ) ) in
the vicinity of those energies as the K/n ratio is varied.
Furthermore, in the large hm limit, the ratio
N(E (v, ) )/4(E ( v& ) ) is independent of L /E as we have
seen, and consequently the contribution from oscillations
at any energy in Fig. 4(a) cannot be larger than that given
by the data point near 1 GeV. Hence the data at the
higher energies in Fig. 4(a) serve as a direct test within ex-
perimental error of the accuracy of the calculation of
@(E(v,))/@(E(v„)).

The result of the subtraction is shown in Fig. 4(b) in
which is plotted the difference between [@(E(v, ) )/
@(E(v&)}],b, and [@(E(v,))/@(E(vz))]„i, as a function
of E„. The errors shown on the data points include a sys-
tematic uncertainty of 20%%uo [comprised of equal contribu-
tions from the acceptance functions a ~(E) and the flux
calculation] in quadrature with the statistical uncertain-
ties. It is clear that no evidence for the oscillation v& —+v,
is present in Fig. 4(b). Using the data between 900 and
2100 MeV, the region in the hm -sin 2' space excluded
with 90% confidence is shown in Fig. 5 from which one

for the properly weighted neutrino energy, roughly 1200
MeV, and l.=96 m, the condition of this experiment.

The limits above may be improved if the number of v,
in the incident neutrino beam (due to the decays of muons
and kaons) relative to the number of v& in the incident
beam can be estimated as a function of energy with
reasonable accuracy and subtracted from the observed
values

[@(E(v, ) )/@(E (v„))]ob,

TABLE I. An example of the relative kaon contributions
R, =@(v,(K})/N(v, (all) ) and R„=—N(v„(K) )/N(vz(a11) ) to
the total Auxes N(E(v, )) and N(E(v„)), respectively, is given in
the second and third columns. Relative pion contributions are
(1—R, ) and (1—R„}.The last two columns exhibit the varia-
tion in 4(E(v, ))/N(E(v„))=[1 R, (1—r)]/[1 R—„(1—r)]-
for 20%%uo changes in the value of r, the ratio of the kaon to pion,
yields integrated over contributing meson momenta. The nor-
malization is arranged to give @(E(v,))/N(E(v„)) =1.00 for
r= 1.0.

in Fig. 4(a). We have used a neutrino beam program to
do this with the results shown as the solid lines in Figs. 2
and 4(a). The agreement between the observed and calcu-
lated v& and v, spectra in Fig. 2 is a confirmation of the
validity of the beam program and of the parameters of
pion and kaon production that are input to it. %'e em-
phasize again, however, that it is only the ratio

Energy
(GeV)

I

3
4
5-

0.34
0.68
0.85
0.90
0.94

0.006
0.013
0.10
0.36
0.67

1.07
1.113
1.15
1.10
1.05

C (E(v, ))/@(E(vp))
r=1.2 r =0.8

0.94
0.89
0.87
0.90
0.95
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These limits extend the excluded region of the Am-
sin 2a space beyond that of the previous best search for
v&~v, . They are based on a comparison of the neutrino
flux ratio as a function of neutrino energy obtained from
measurements of quasielastic events with the neutrino
flux ratio as a function of neutrino energy calculated
semiempirically to emanate from a neutrino source. This
procedure has, in addition to simplicity, the merit that it
delineates possible systematic errors in the limits deter-
mined from it and allows them to be estimated accurately.

obtains

sin 2ct&3.4X10 at 90%%uo C.L. ,

and

in the large-Am limit

i i i till « i » t »I

to ' &0' 10 ' &0

sin 2a
FIG. 5. The region of the Am~-sin 2u space excluded with

90'Fo confidence by this experiment.
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